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PREFACE

The field of biomechanics has been mindfully applied to the principles of
orthodontic appliance design. The assumption, however, that the force system is the
determinant factor in treatn1ent response has not been vigorously tested. The relationship
between the appliance-delivered stimulus and the biological response, therefore, warrants
clinical docllmentation. Analagous to the dose-response model of contemporary
medicine, a "stimulus-response" model is useful in determining the effectiveness of the
care promoted by our specialty.
Because the act of orthodontic space closure typically involves substantial tooth
displacement, it invites study of the effects of force system delivery and treatment
response. From a clinical perspective, the delivery of appropriate force systems during
space closure aims at efficient tooth movements and maintenance of anchorage. From the
perspective of force system delivery approaches, the evaluation of pre-determined and
preferential tooth movements during space closure will aid in testing a stimulus-response
model of orthodontic treatment. Specifically, differential moment strategies for
anchorage control hinge on the assumption of a force system stimulus-response model. A
clinical study using qualitative force systems during extraction space closure will serve as
an ideal arena for evaluating whether biomechanics "works the way it's supposed to."
A non-randomized clinical trial was conducted to investigate a force system
stimulus - tooth movement response model. Sixteen patients undergoing three months of
en masse space closure with concomitant posterior anchorage served as subjects. T-loop

retraction springs delivering, at the least, qualitative force systems were used as the
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stimulus. A carefully designed cephalometric approach was used to assess the response.
The findings suggest that the force system does in fact predict the dental response.
Preferential retraction of six maxillary anterior teeth occurred with little displacement of
two maxillary molars serving as anchorage units (p < 0.0001). The physics of the force
system are therefore predictive of the resultant dental displacements despite a biologic
environment.
While the average responses prompt a rejection of the null hypothesis, a
substantial amOllnt of intra- and inter-subject variability was documented. Nevertheless,
the significance of this investigation is the documentation of a short-term response to a
qualitative stimulus without confounding effects of continued treatment. The
docllmentation of responses occurring as a result of relatively discrete stimuli enhance the
orthodontists' ability to make reasonably predictable in-course corrections.
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Ie Introduction and Review of Literature
The field of biomechanics has been mindfully applied to the principles of
orthodontic appliance design. Static force systems produced by orthodontic spring and
wire activations, moreover, have been extensively described. Both clinical experience
and empirical evidence suggest the validity of several biomechanical approaches. The
assumption, however, that the force system is the determinant factor in treatment
response has not been vigorously tested. Accordingly, a biomechanical emphasis in
orthodontic care implies a predictable "stimulus-response" model, i.e. the teeth move in a
manner consistent with the forces and moments delivered by wires, springs, elastics, etc.
Although this model is supported by a sincere and logical rationale, its integrity remains
to be validated. Indeed, the contrary assumption that tooth movement is independent of
the force system implies a metaphysical capacity on the part of the clinician to select and
activate appliances dllring orthodontic care.
The relationship between the appliance-delivered stimulus and the biological
response, therefore, warrants clinical documentation. The present investigation attempts
to address this issue. Analagous to the dose-response model of contemporary medicine, a
"stimulus-response" model is useful in determining the effectiveness of the care
promoted by our specialty. Because the act of orthodontic space closure typically
involves substantial tooth displacement, it invites study of the effects of force system
delivery and treatment response. From a clinical perspective, the delivery of appropriate
force systems during space closure aims at efficient tooth movements and maintenance of
anchorage. From the perspective of force system delivery approaches, the evaluation of
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anchorage. From the perspective of force system delivery approaches, the evaluation of
pre-determined and preferential tooth movements during space closure will aid in testing
a stinlulus-response model of orthodontic treatment. Specifically, differential moment
strategies for anchorage control hinge on the assumption of a force system stimulusresponse model. A clinical study using qualitative force systems during extraction space
closure will serve as an ideal arena for evaluating whether biomechanics "works the way
it's supposed to."

Dental Anchorage Control During Space Closure
Planned space closure typically includes objectives for differential movement of
the anterior and posterior teeth into the extraction site. Differential tooth movement, in
turn, describes the anchorage requirements necessary to correct the malocclusion. 1
Profitt 2 describes anchorage as "the resistance to reaction forces that is provided by other
teeth or by structures outside the mouth." More generically, orthodontic anchorage may
be defined as the spatial nlaintenance of teeth (and/or bone) at the expense of similar
entities. Several techniques regarding anchorage control dLlring space closure have been
proposed and employed. For the purposes of simplification, one may divide anchorage
strategies into four categories: (1) Extra-oral anchorage; (2) Intra-oral skeletal anchorage;
(3) Intra-oral soft -tissue anchorage, and lastly; (4) Dental anchorage.
Extra-oral anchorage typically relies on the integumental, muscular and skeletal
structures of the occipital and cervical anatomy. The headgear/ facebow is the archetypal
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appliance of this method. 3-9 Conversely, intra-oral skeletal anchorage incorporates
palatal and lor alveolar anatomy into the anchorage unit. Acrylic plates adapted to the
hard palate and mucosa have been used with reported effectiveness. 10 In addition,
temporarily or permanently placed osseointegrated implants, for the purposes of
anchorage, have also been reported. II - 14
Likewise, intra-oral soft tissue anchorage takes advantage of stretched soft tissues
to provide resistance to dental displacement. Lip bumpers have long been used for this
purpose. 15 Functional appliances that translate the forces of elongated soft tissues to the
dentition may also be used as anchorage adjuncts. 16
Lastly, methods of dental anchorage are directly relevant to a discussion of an
applied stimulus. A variety of dental anchorage techniques have been described and
espoused in the literature. Indeed, among these are a few that have attained the eminence
of a philosophy because of a perceived superior efficacy. Nevertheless, despite individual
nostalgic values or effectiveness, most dental anchorage techniques share more
biomechanical sin1ilarities than differences.
As the mainstay of the non-extractionist "New School" of orthodontics, Edward
H. Angle 3 discussed dental anchorage at length and noted that" ... the resistance of the
anchorage must be greater than that offered by the tooth to be moved." Angle submitted
that a tooth's resistance to displacement varied greatly and was dependent on
" ... position, size, length and number of roots, the direction from which the force is
exerted, and in the manner of mechanical attachment to them." Based on these
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principles, Angle presented four types of dental anchorage: Simple, Reciprocal,
Stationary, and Intermaxillary.
Angle described simple anchorage as the application of a force between a single
tooth and one or more anchorage units. The resistance to displacement of the active tooth
was "overcome by means of an anchor tooth or teeth of larger size or more favorable
location." In other words, Angle implied that differential tooth movement was possible
when an equal stimulus was applied between teeth demonstrating unequal quantity and
quality of periodontal support, e.g. multi-rooted versus single rooted teeth. The keystone
to simple anchorage was that no mechanical attempt was made to counteract tipping
movements in either the active or reactive (anchor) teeth; differential tooth movement
reslLlted purely on the basis of differential periodontal support.
Like simple anchorage, reciprocal anchorage also pitted "tooth against tooth." In
short, reciprocal anchorage relied on competing support of the dentition to effect tooth
displacement. The difference between sinlple and reciprocal anchorage was that, with
reciprocal anchorage, force applied between anatomically similar teeth produced equal
tooth movement due to comparable periodontal support. Again, tipping was allowed.
In contrast to simple and reciprocal anchorage, however, Angle introduced the
concept of Stationary Anchorage. This method consisted of multiple banding of teeth
comprising an anchorage llnit. The implication was that bodily movement occurred less
readily than tipping displacements. The rigid attachment promoted bodily displacenlent
of the anchor teeth in lieu of tipping. The active teeth, on the other hand, were allowed to
tip thus promoting differential displacement. In essence, Angle's stationary anchorage
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represented a technique in which the application of a single force applied between teeth
was divested into differential stimuli because of differences in attachn1ent rigidity.
Finally, Angle described techniques of intermaxillary anchorage (e.g. Class II
elastics) wherein elastic forces between the jaws were used to resist the displacement of
the anchorage teeth. Interestingly, Angle credits himself and H.A. Baker as the pioneers
of intermaxillary anchorage. C.S. Case, however, countered this assertion by laying claim
to the original idea.
In 1921 , Calvin S. Case 17 presented views of dental anchorage similar to those of
Angle's - despite their divergent views regarding orthodontic treatment. 18, 19 In his text,
Case defined dental anchorage as " ... any point of resistance which is made to receive the
reaction of the force required for the movement or correction of malposed teeth." Like
Angle, Case proposed reciprocal and stationary methods of anchorage control. However,
Case was more singular in his views regarding so-called "stationary anchorage."
With reference to Newton's Third Law, Case noted that an applied force
" ... exerted toward the correction of one or more malposed teeth... must always be exerted
in the opposite direction ... [w]hile the forces exerted at points of action and reaction are
always equal, the relative an10unt of movement that is induced is proportional to their
respective resistances." Case asserted, in turn, that relative resistance to displacement was
proportional to the degree of tipping movements. "If... the tooth or teeth are held in an
upright position, the applied force will be equally distributed over the entire mesial or
distal surfaces of the alveoli for all the roots, increasing the stability of the anchorage to
an incalculable degree." Based on these principles, Case advocated firm splinting of the
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anchorage units with heavy soldered attachments (rather than conventional banding
advocated by Angle) that would maintain the angulation and! or inclination of the
anchorage units.
In addition, Case proposed a method of anchorage control termed "root-wise
anchorage" for which he advocated the placement of soldered gingival extension in order
to place the line of force application more apically. In either case, he was attempting to
approximate the force at the tooth's center of resistance to enhance bodily displacement,
and thus anchorage. While Case recognized what time has shown to be tenacious precepts
in orthodontic mechanotherapy, several other pioneers have developed superficially
different, but inherently similar, methodologies.
As a stlldent and colleague of George Hahn, and E.H. Angle, Charles H. Tweed
began his professional career with the conviction that non-extraction treatment was a
functional and esthetic imperative for the orthodontic patient. 20 Ultimately, however,
Tweed had become disheartened by what l1e felt were compromised esthetics and
stability of protrusive cases when treated without extractions. 21 As a consequence,
Tweed re-treated several of his patients with extraction therapy. The ensuing results
prompted him to embrace extraction therapy as a means for establishing dentofacial
harmony and stability.
Integrating fairly rigid cephalometric guidelines, Tweed developed an exacting
technique aimed at anchorage control and maintaining the denture over "basal bone." His
method relied on a series of simultaneously placed (en masse) tip-back bends that
produced disto-angular rotations of the posterior dentition. Once the desired positions
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were established, the posterior teeth would act like "tent stakes" resisting the
displacement of the dentition "beyond the anterior limits of the denture in functional
balance." This entire process was termed "preparing anchorage" and, according to
Tweed, was primarily "mechanical in natllre" rather than biological. Without a doubt,
Tweed's technique has become a cornerstone in contemporary mechanotherapy. His
methods, however (like others), were subject to side effects.
Tweed note that the second order bends placed in the arch wire had a strong bite
opening effect 22, 23 in the absence of prescribed intermaxillary elastic wear. "Without
the all-important something called 'patient cooperation,' the forces within the edgewise
arch wire mechanism cannot be controlled in their entirety and serious problems will face
the operator... [i]f no forces other than those within the arch wires are utilized and if the
arch wires are left in the mouth for a long period of time, the end result will be an
opening of the bite because the occlusal plane has been altered." As a response to the
potential misgivings of Tweed's fundamental approach, Levern Merrifield modified the
process of anchorage preparation. 24 Rather than placing all second order bends
simultaneously, Merrifield advocated a step-wise approach wherein two teeth were
prepared while under the support of the remaining teeth within the arch. Thus was born
the "10-2" approach to orthodontic anchorage preparation.
Like Tweed, P. R. Begg 25 rejected an obligate non-extraction approach to
orthodontic therapy - despite Angle School training. He felt that, because of a processed
diet, modern humans lacked the natural inter-proximal attrition necessary for correct
anteroposterior development (through physiologic mesial and vertical drift 26 , 27) and
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long term stability of the dentition. Begg based his findings on the living and skeletal
specimens of so-called "Stone Age man" (Australian Aborigines) who subsisted on
course diets. This unprocessed diet produced an "attritional occlusion" that eventuated in
ideal and stable anteroposterior dental relationships with little crowding. Accordingly,
Begg advocated extractions as a therapeutic means of dental mass reduction required
among modern populations. Unlike, Tweed, however, Begg cautioned against the heavy
forces produced by edgewise mechanics. He felt that traditional edgewise mechanics
produced exceedingly high force magnitudes that caused excessive tissue damage and
patient discomfort. As a result, Begg introduced the light wire appliance as a
modification of Angle's ribbon arch appliance. 2S , 28, 29
Incorporating small diameter steel arch wires that produced low force magnitudes,
the light wire appliance allowed Begg to employ an anchorage control technique known
as the differential force concept or theory.28, 30, 31 Begg reasoned that differential tooth
movement was achievable through manipulation of force magnitudes. Nevertheless, Begg
did not limit his force system delivery to the manipulation of force magnitudes. Like his
predecessors, Begg recognized that differential tooth movement was also a response of
second and third order control of the teeth. Accordingly, Begg used tip-back bends to
bolster posterior anchorage and encouraged retraction of the anterior through liberal
tipping of the anterior segments.
R. M. Ricketts,32-34 nleanwhile, applied a unique approach to dental anchorage
by relying on cortical osseous tissues to stabilize the dentition against llnwanted tooth
movement. Ricketts theorized that cortical bone offered much greater resistance to
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remodeling relative to alveolar and trabecular bone because of its increased density and
decreased cellularity.35 As such, Ricketts applied second and third order bends in his
arch-wires (e.g. utility arches) to position the roots of the anchor units against heavy
cortical structures such as the external oblique ridge of the mandible or the zygomatic
buttress of the maxilla. While biologically reasonable, Ellen 36 has shown that cortical
anchorage may not offer a greater advantage to anchorage control than edgewise
techniques. Alternatively, Ricketts' anchorage control may be more of a fUl1ction of the
tip-back bends (and resultant center of rotation - vide infra) than the quality of the bony
support.
In review, the aforementioned pioneers have clearly made vast strides in
contemporary mechanotherapy. All of their methods are in use in one form or another
today. While seemingly different, however, their methodologies share several common
denominators. Namely, the similarities are found in the mechanical methods aimed at
control over force magnitudes and moment to force ratios.

Force Magnitudes and Optimum Orthodontic Forces
Various hypotheses have been developed relating force magnitude to the rate and
of tooth movement. In the 1950s the optimum force theory was described in the
literature. 31 In short, the optimum force theory states that ideal force magnitudes produce
a force per unit area (stress) along the periodontal membrane that promotes frontal
alveolar resorption. Accordingly, optimum forces are suggested to produce the greatest
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rate of tooth movement with the least amount of tissue damage (e.g. hyalinization and
root resorption) and patient discomfort. Forces below optimum ranges were said to be
insufficient to produce a biological response. Forces exceeding an optimal range were
suspected of causing hyalinizing necrosis of the PDL wherein tooth movement would
cease until the occurrence of undermining resorption.
The corollary to optimum force theory is the differential force theory of dental
anchorage. The differential force theory states that anchorage can be conferred to an
anterior or posterior tooth by manipulating the magnitude of a reciprocal force above or
below some optimum range. According to the precepts of the differential force theory,
differential tooth movements are possible under the conditions of an identical stimulus.
Since anterior and posterior teeth exhibit different levels of periodontal support (unit area
of PDL), these teeth might respond differently to a reciprocal force. A particular force
magnitude may be optimal for anterior tooth movement while being "sub-threshold" to
elicit a biological response among a posterior tooth. Conversely a higher force magnitude
may be excessive for the anterior tooth and cause a cessation of tooth movement (lag)
due to hyalinization. For example, when attempting to retract anterior teeth with "high"
forces, excessive force to the anterior teeth would encourage mesial n10vement of the
posterior teeth, while the anterior teeth in turn serve as the "anchorage" units.
Smith and Storey 31 investigated the relationship between force magnitude,
differential tooth movement (i.e. anchorage), and the rate of tooth displacement. They
used a prospective study design an10ng a sample of eight patients with ages ranging from
12 to 15 years. Their method involved separate mandibular canine retraction with the use
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of different retraction springs delivering initial force magnitudes of 175 to 300 grams on
one side of the arch and 400 to 600 grams on the other. Force levels at various stages of
spring deactivation were assessed relative to pre-calibrated force-deflection curves. The
observation period lasted five to eight weeks. Cuspid and molar movement was assessed
weekly by measuring changes relative to a point on the maxillary arch wire.
Storey and Smith reported that the highest rates of canine movement were
associated with force magnitudes ranging from 150 to 200 grams. This range, they felt,
represented the hypothetical optimum force levels for canine retraction. Conversely, force
magnitudes of 300 grams or greater produced three times the rate of molar protraction
relative to canine displacement. They proposed that the diminlltion of canine movement
at 300 grams represented a course of hyalinizing necrosis of the PDL. Moreover, drawing
a parallel between ideal force ranges and relative periodontal/root surface area, Storey
and Smith reported a common 3:8 ratio between light and heavy force magnitudes and
canine to molar root surface areas. Sn1ith and Storey, therefore, concluded that
manipulation of force magnitudes within ideal or optimal ranges yielded the greatest rates
of tooth displacement and lesser or greater forces resulted in a diminution of tooth
movement.
Although serving as a benchmark study, the work of Storey and Smith met
criticism on several fronts. First, subsequent investigators argued that Storey and Smith
failed to apply statistical analysis to their data. Reanalysis of Storey and Smith's findings
suggest that total retraction of canines was statistically equivalent when comparing
"light" to "heavy" forces. 37, 38 This view was supported in a later discussion by
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Storey.39 Moreover, scrutiny of the data revealed that total canine displacement
exceeded total posterior anchorage loss, regardless of force magnitude. A second
criticism focused on the retraction apparatus used by Storey and Smith. Since heavy
segments joined the incisors, premolars, and molars, while the cuspid was retracted with
a frictionless spring, the force between teeth was equivalent but the distribution was
unequal. 38 The only possible type of movement the cuspid could have undergone was
tipping. The premolar and molar, however, were afforded a more or less translational
movement. In other words, the stress distribution to the cuspid was presumably
concentrated at the apical and cervical regions compared to a more general stress
distribution at the PDL of the molar and premolar. Additionally, the report that the molars
moved approximately three times the amount of the canines, during the same time period,
may be ll10re a reflection of the frictional forces that had to be overcome before the molar
moved mesially. Therefore, conclusions relating force magnitudes delivered at the
bracket and the actual stress-strain phenomena occurring at the periodontium ll1ay be
clouded by the experimental method (later recognized by Storey).39 Nevertheless, Storey
and Smith have demonstrated that an optimal force magnitude and its relation to
differential tooth movement may be an important factor for consideration. Several other
investigators have attempted to shed light on this conceptually simple, yet ultimately
complex problem.
Hixon, et a1 40 reevaluated the findings of Smith and Storey. Included in their
sample were eight orthodontic patients requiring upper and lower first premolar
extraction and subsequent canine retraction. The cuspids were retracted along a .021" by
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.025" stainless steel arch wire with Strang clock springs. Different force levels were
delivered to the right and left canines by varying the cross-sectional wire diameter of the
spring. The right cuspids were retracted under continuous forces of 300 grams. The left
cuspids received varying forces from 64 grams to 1,515 grams. Tooth displacement
measurements were made with calipers. Positional references were made to tantalllm
implant landmarks on 25° cephalograms.
Their results showed that despite the rigidity of the appliance, a significant
amOllnt of cuspid tipping OCCllrred and the greatest levels of tooth movement were
associated with tipping. It was suggested that enhanced displacement during tipping was
respondent to higher levels of force localized at the apices and margins of the cuspids.
Mesial movement of the posterior teeth, however, was minimized with up-righting
moments or "tip-back" bends. Hixon et al suggested that this "anchorage preparation"
resulted from a more llniform distribution of PDL stresses. The more diffuse distribution
of stresses eventuated in "slLb-threshold" strains within the PDL, which were presumably
required for molar displacement (thus supporting the methodology of Tweed21 ). They
concluded that higher forces were nl0re efficient for canine retraction and that the rate of
canine displacement was linear with applied forces up to 300 grams or 3-4 grams/mm2 of
root surface. The wide variation of tooth movements, however, precluded any
substantiation of the optimum and differential force theories.
As a continuation of their previous study, Hixon et al 41 reevaluated the
magnitude of optimum forces required for bodily movement. Eight children requiring
extraction of four first premolars and distal retraction of the canines served as subjects.
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Rigid segments were placed (.045" stainless steel) in an attempt to prevent tipping
displacements of the canines. Reciprocal forces ranging from 300 to 1000 grams were
applied between the canine and first molar. Observation time was eight weeks. They
found that even with the use of rigid wires, flexion still occurred resulting in tipping
movement in some cases. Great variation in the root surface area, time of beginning tooth
movement, and rates of tooth movement were observed. For example, during the
retraction of mandibular cuspids in two separate individuals, an applied force of 300
grams produced 1.5 mm of movement in 50 days in one slLbject. In another subject, 354
granls produced virtually no movement during the same time period. In general, however,
Hixon, et al reported that higher forces produced greater rates of tooth displacement.
Nevertheless, because the magnitude of the differences was greater than the differences
in the nlagnitude of force that can be controlled by the orthodontist, they felt that their
results did not support a differential force theory.
Boester and Johnston 37 reported on a clinical investigation of the concepts of
differential and optimal force in canine retraction. Subjects included seven males and
three females, 12 to 16 years of age receiving fOLlr premolar extractions. The
experimental design was based on a randomized block analysis of variance with each
patient representing a block of four quadrants. Canine retraction was performed with
sectional retraction springs manipulated to deliver a different force magnitude to each
quadrant (55, 140,225, and 310 grams). Each of the forces was randomly distributed to a
dental quadrant. Observation continued for 10 weeks. Evaluation of tooth movement was
made with intraoral, dental cast and 25° lateral cephalogram measurements. Boester and
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Johnston reported the lightest retraction force produced significantly less tooth moven1ent
than the three greater force levels. Between the higher force level groups, however, there
were no significant differences in tooth displacement rates. Additionally, the authors
found that among all force values, the general pattern of canine retraction was not linear
but followed a phasic pattern in which initial and lag phases were followed by a post-lag
phase. All forces produced more canine retraction than molar protraction. Since even the
lightest force was associated with a lag phase (suggestive of hyalinization), their data
does not support the concept of optimal force. Nor did it support the suggestion by
Hixon, et a1 41 that tooth movement is linear when applying forces up to 300 grams. Since
relative anchorage loss was independent of the force used, Boester and Johnston
concluded that there was no statistically significant evidence to support the differential
force concept.
Andreasen and Zwanziger42 studied the differential force concept using edgewise
mechanics. Fourteen female orthodontic patients underwent upper and lower premolar
extraction and subsequent canine retraction. The patients were followed for ten weeks.
Canines were retracted with springs delivering force magnitudes of 100-150 grams to one
side of the arch and 400-500 grams to the other. While they reported that tooth
displacement rates were linear with increases in force, reciprocal forces produced
reciprocal tooth movements. Their data, therefore, failed to support the optimum and
differential force theories.
Owmann-Moll, Kurol, and Lundgren evaluated the relationship between tooth
movement and force magnitude. 43 , 44 Two studies were conducted in which maxillary
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premolars in adolescents were displaced buccally with continuous forces. The first study
compared the effects of doubling the force magnitude from a 50N continuous force to a
lOON continuous force. No statistical differences in the amount of tooth movement were
noted between the two force levels over a seven-week period. Conversely, a second study
following a similar protocol evaluated the effects of a four-fold increase in force
magnitude. The authors noted that by increasing a continuous force magnitude from 50N
to 200N produced 50% greater tooth displacements over a seven-week period.
Pilon et al 45 evaluated the effects of force magnitude on the rate of nlandibular
premolar translation in beagle dogs. They found that no differences in mean rate of tooth
movement occurred between applied continuous force magnitudes of 50, 100, and 200
grams. Comparison of force magnitude and tooth displacement during three of the four
phase patterns of displacement yielded no relationships. Only in the first phase, where
compression of the PDL occurred, did force magnitude have a positive relationship with
the rate of displacement. The duration of the individual phases, moreover, had no
relationship with force magnitude. This was especially significant in the second phase
wherein hyalinization was reported to OCCllr; additional force magnitude did not prolong
the second phase.
Insignificant differences in rate of tooth displacement occurred during the third
and fourth phase - which were characterized as accelerating and constant linear
displacements, respectively - regardless of force magnitude. Because of this, Pilon et al
suggested that the biologic limit of displacement in beagle dogs had been reached and
once active remodeling is initiated it continues at a more or less constant rate. Moreover,
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the authors noted no correlation between force magnitude and molar anchorage loss. Like
Hixon et a1 40 , 41 and Boester,37, however, Pilon et al reported a large range of
variability despite controlled force magnitude and constancy. They suggest that the
variability in the rate of tooth displacement may be a function of a difference of optimal
pressllre required among individual subjects. The authors concluded that initial pressures
in the periodontal ligament bear little relationship to the rate of bodily movement and that
other factors, including bone density, n1etabolism, and turnover rates may have a greater
relationship with displacement rates than force magnitude.
Quinn and Yoshikawa 38 reviewed four hypotheses representing the relationship
of applied force magnitude and the rate of tooth movement. Comparing the results of six
clinical studies, they found that the data supported the hypothesis that the relationship
between the rate of tooth movement and stress magnitude is linear up to a point. Any
further increase in stress causes no significant increase in the rate of tooth movement.
This hypothesis implies that particular mechanical solutions can be arranged to increase
the preservation of anchorage during canine retraction, including, incorporation of the
second molars into the anchorage unit and maximizing stress magnitudes for the canine
to coincide with ll1aximal rates of tooth movement. The authors advocate the use of
appliances with a low load-deflection rate and relatively constant moment-to-force ratios
for most efficient tooth movement.
Given the results of these studies, it appears that the relationship between force
magnitude and tooth displacement is complex. Tooth displacement is dependent on a
number of variables including connective tissue restraints, musculature forces, and the
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forces of occlusion, which may be of equal or greater importance to that of force
magnitude. 45 -47 While the majority of the data suggest that increases in force magnitude
result in increased rates of tooth displacement -up to a point,37, 38, 48 a large range of
variability is often the rule rather than the exception, and might be explained by
biological differences. One factor to consider in the interpretation of the data relating
tooth displacement to force n1agnitude, is the temporal pattern or kinetics of tooth
n10vement.
Several authors 37, 39, 45-47, 49-51 have described phasic patterns of tooth
displacement. While there are slight variations in definition, tooth displacement is
reported to follow three or more distinct phases over time. During the initial phase, the
tooth is elastically displaced within the periodontal space. This moven1ent is often linear
and may last a few days. Second, a delay or lag phase is observed suggestive of
hyalinization and has been reported to persist up to two weeks or more. 35 The lag phase
occurs when sufficient compression of the periodontal connective tissues precipitates
avascular necrosis of the periodontal tissues. 39 Alternatively, cellular kinetics, including
osteoclast recruitment and turnover,47, 52,53 have been implicated in subsequent delays
in tooth movement. During the lag phase, tooth movement ceases until so-called
u.ndermining resorption and/or cyclical cell turnover has occllrred. This process is
described by the activity of osteoclasts, originating deep within lacunae of the lamina
dura or fron1 endosteal sources, which remove the necrotic tissue and thus widen the
alveolar dimensions on the pressure side.54 Once sufficient osteoclastic activity has
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occurred, a "jump" in movement is observed at which time a post-lag phase occurs. This
third phase is characterized by metabolic activity that approaches a linear relationship
with time.
These phenomena help to explain why the rate of tooth displacement is relatively
independent of force magnitude. Heavy forces may tend to produce displacements that
alternate between the second and third phases, whereas lighter and/or continuous forces
promote more-or-less constant rates among a third phase. Absolute tooth displacements
from point A to point B are respondent to either "high" or "low" force magnitudes, but
follow different patterns. Description of the rate of displacement relative to force
magnitude, therefore, is somewhat analagous to the story of "the tortoise and the hare."
Each of the "participants" follow the san1e course but with different instantaneous rates.
The exception to the analogy is that teeth moved with either heavy or light force arrive at
the "finish" simultaneously. Perhaps the major difference between tooth displacement as
a function of force magnitude is not the absolllte rate, but the quality, maturity and
organization of the osteoid tissue developing in the wake of tooth movement. Storey39
argues that force magnitudes should be applied judiciously in favor of the density and
organization of the modeling periodontal tissue following orthodontic tooth movement.
Nevertheless, kinetic phenomena may further address the variability documented in the
studies on force magnitudes and rates of displacement. Since the phasic patterns are
represented temporally, studies relating the rate of tooth displacement to force magnitude
may encounter variability dependent on the time point of observation. To wit, recordings
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of tooth displacement over time may extract information correspondent to different
biological stages and in turn lead to erroneous conclusions.
Despite ranges of documented variability, the preponderance of data suggests that
- regardless of force magnitude - reciprocally applied forces between anchorage and
active teeth result in reciprocal displacements. Said in another way, similar stimuli effect
similar tooth displacements. These findings, then, may encourage the clinician to deliver
different force systems between anchorage teeth and active teeth in order to effect
different responses, and thus, differential tooth movement. Indeed, Angle,3 Case,17
Tweed,21 Begg 25 and generations of other clinicians, have applied ingeniously devised
methods of delivering differential stimuli. While the mechanical methods espoused by the
pioneers of orthodontics are described differently, they are qualitatively similar and thus
effect a qualitatively similar biologic response. Indeed, the cornerstone of modern
biomechanical techniques for tooth movement and anchorage control is fOllnded in the
adherence to a differential stimulus method through differential moment strategies in
anchorage contro1. 46 , 55 A simple question, however, begs an answer: "Do the alveolar
tissues actually respond differently under conditions of differential stimuli, and does the
response reflect the statics of the force system?"
Integral to addressing this question, the techniques and force systems of applied
differential stimuli in orthodontic treatment warrants review and discussion. A common
method of establishing a differential stimulus between active and reactive teeth is to vary
the moment-to-force ratio between anchorage and moving units rather than adjusting the
force magnitude per se. Often perceived as a method derived from the so-called
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"complicated" theories of biomechanics, the use of differential moment-to-force ratios
(MIF) is almost universal. As discussed previously, the stationary anchorage methods of

Angle and Case, the tip-back methods promoted by Begg and Tweed, all act to establish
differential moment-to-force ratios. Simply described, strategies using differential
moment-to-force ratios (differential moments, hereafter) may be represented
mathematically by the inequality MI/F*- M 2/F. The importance of this inequality is
integral to contemporary orthodontic theory in biomechanics.

Force Systems and Biomechanics in Orthodontics
Biomechanics is a fundamental science of applied clinical orthodontics.
Mechanics is the field of engineering and physics that studies forces; biomechanics
analyzes their biological effects. In orthodontic treatment, teeth move due to the applied
forces from orthodontic wires and springs. The biological response permitting tooth
movement occurs secondarily to strains in the periodontal ligament. The strains of the
PDL result from forces applied via the active orthodontic appliance. The stressed PDL
responds to these forces by undergoing metabolic modeling and remodeling that,
hypothetically, reflect the orthodontic stimulus. 35 , 49,51

Moment-to-Force Ratios and Centers of Rotation
Description of tooth movement may often be ambiguous. So-called "controlled"
versus "uncontrolled" tipping, for instance, or "root movement" versus "torque" may be
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confused. Locating a center of rotation of a tooth, a segment of teeth or a bony unit,
however, may provide a better description of tooth movement.56 The movement can be
translational (bodily), rotational, or a combination of the two. The center of rotation, and
thus the type of displacement, in turn, is dependent upon the force system utilized.
Translation is pure bodily movement in the direction of the line of action of a
force applied at the center of resistance. 46 , 56 The center of resistance is analogous to a
center of gravity or a center of mass. Several studies 57 -59 report that the center of
resistance of various teeth typically lies within a quarter to four-tenths the distance
measured from the alveolar margin to the apex, and is dependent on root length, surface
area, and alveolar bone height. 60-62 A force applied at the center of resistance will
produce translation and will produce a center of rotation that lies an infinite distance
away fronl the center of resistance. 46 Any force that does not pass through the center of
resistance, however, will produce rotation due to the moment of the force. 46 , 60 The
magnitude of the moment of the force is equal to the force magnitude multiplied by the
perpendicular distance of the line of action to the center of resistance. 56 , 63
Conversely, pure rotational movements occur when the center of rotation is
coincident with the center of resistance. This type of movement can only be
accomplished by application of a couple. A couple is defined as two forces of equal
magnitude with parallel non-collinear lines of action and opposite directions. A clinical
example of a pure couple is the addition of "torque" in an arch wire. Additionally, a
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couple applied anywhere on a tooth will produce pure rotation (because of this, couples
are sometimes referred to asfree vectors).
Tooth displacement similar to that of pure rotation, however, will occur with the
application of a single force at the bracket. A single force applied at the bracket produces
a center of rotation just apical to the tooth's center of resistance and is manifested as
uncontrolled tipping. 46 This occurs because of the equivalent force system of a force and
a moment at the tooth's center of resistance.
These biomechanical phenomena illustrate that controlled tooth relies not only on
the application of single force but the addition of a monlent of a couple to achieve root
control. For translation, the moment of the couple must be equal in magnitude and
opposite in direction of the moment produced by a single force. For root movement (e.g.
"torque") the moment must be increased further; for controlled tipping the moment may
be decreased relative to the moment required for translation. Delivery of a countervailing
moment is typically achieved with the application of a couple at the bracket in the form
of second-, or third-order wire activation. Various combinations of single forces and
couples will describe the center of rotation of a tooth and thus the predicted type of
displacement. The combinations of the moment and the force are often described as
moment to force ratio (M/F). The center of rotation produced by various moment-to-force
ratios has been determined both theoretically and experimentally.
Burstone and Pryputniewicz 57 used laser holography to identify the center of
rotation of the maxillary central incisor from different force systems in vitro. Based on a
model of a central incisor, they reported that the model tooth's center of resistance was
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found at one-third the distance of the root, as measured form the alveolar margin to the
apex. The experimentally determined moment-to-force (MIF) ratio to produce translation
was 9.9: 1. Additionally, moment to force ratios of 7.1: 1 produced tipping about the apex,
and 11.4: 1 produced tipping about the incisal edge (i.e. root movement). These values
were in agreen1ent with their theoretically predicted values.
Tanne, et al 59 used the finite element method to calculate centers of rotation of
the maxillary central incisor from various moment-to-force ratios. They found that a MIF
ratio of 6.52: 1 is required for tipping about the apex, 8.39: 1 for translation, and 9.53: 1 for
root movement. Small changes in the MIF ratio could produce large changes in the center
of rotation. While the values reported by Tanne et al are in general agreement with those
of Burstone and Pryputniewicz, the differences between their reported values are
reflection of the differences in experimental models. For example, Tanne et al used an
anatomical model of root shape in their analysis whereas Burstone and Pryputniewicz
used a root model based on a parabaloid of revolution. Additionally, the authors warned
that the results of either study may differ from actual in vivo values because of assumed
isotropic and linear, rather than anisotropic and viscoelastic, properties of the periodontal
structures.
Kusy and Tulloch 64 analyzed MIF ratios at the bracket and at the center of
resistance in relation to the tooth movement produced. They concluded that the only
accurate method for determining tooth movement was by evaluation of the MIF ratio at
the center of resistance. Additionally, the center of rotation that is produced from various
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moment to force ratios should be considered instantaneous,65 and will tend to change
somewhat as movement commences.
Lastly, the moment to force ratio at the bracket should be viewed from the
perspective of an equivalent force system at the center of resistance of a tooth or segment
of teeth. 56 Any type of tooth movement may be produced by the application of a single
linear force and a couple at the center of resistance. 46 Progressively increasing the
moment at the center of resistance will tend to progressively produce translation.
Conversely, progressively decreasing the moment tends to produce pure rotation. Since
we are constrained anatomically to apply forces at the crown, we must use force systems
equivalent to those applied at the center of resistance. For example, consider the objective

of producing translation of a maxillary first molar. If it were possible, we would apply a
single force through the center of resistance of the molar. Instead, by applying the force
at the crown, the molar "feels" a different force system comprised of two components:
(1) a single force that is equal in magnitude and direction of the force applied at the

crown, and; (2) a moment (moment of the force) that is equal to the magnitude of the
force multiplied by the perpendicular distance between the line of action of the force at
the center of resistance. 56 If, for example, the force was 250 grams and the bracket was
positioned 10 mm from the center of resistance, the moment of the force would equal
2,500 g-mm. With the resultant force and n10ment acting in concert at the molar's center
of resistance, the molar would tend to tip. To produce translation, however, we need to
neutralize the moment produced by the force. To accomplish this we can apply a
countervailing moment at the bracket that is equal in magnitude (2,500 g-mm), but
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opposite in direction of the moment of the force. The moments cancel out and the molar
in turn "feels" a 250-gram linear force at the center of resistance. In this scenario, a
moment-to-force ratio of 10: 1 is required to produce translation. Lesser moment to force
ratios (e.g. 7: 1) would eventuate in crown tipping, whereas greater nloment to force ratios
(e.g. 12: 1) wOlLld produce root movement. Note however, in cases of periodontal disease,
the center of resistance migrates apically and the moment to force ratio must be
increased, either by decreasing the force or increasing the moment. 61, 62
While alternative views have been presented, 66, 67 the application of different
ll10ment-to-force ratios to anterior and posterior teeth is integral to differential tooth
ll10vement. As previously mentioned, documented moment to force ratios in the area of
9: 1 to 10: 1 are reported to produce centers of rotation an infinite distance from the center
of resistance and thus no rotation occurs. Conversely, ll10ment to force ratios on the order
of 7: 1 place the center of rotation near the apex and the crown is encouraged to tip in the
direction of the applied force.

Differential Moment Strategies in Anchorage Control
How does the inequality,

M/Fposterior# M/Fanterior

apply to anchorage control?

Two illustrations may be used to describe how a differential moment strategy encourages
preferential tooth movement. First, we can look at it from a geometric perspective
(Fig. 1). The larger moment at the posterior, encouraging translation, allows for mesial
crown movement at the same rate of mesial root displacement. Conversely, the smaller
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moment at the anterior allows for a greater distal crown displacement relative to the apex.
The differing radii of rotation between the anterior and posterior teeth will be reflected as
greater distal displacement of the anterior tooth relative to mesial displacement of the
posterior tooth as measllred at the occlusal plane.
Secondly we can consider the effects of differential moments from a biological
perspective (Fig. 2). Since the moment to force ratio determines the center of rotation of
the tooth, then it also theoretically determines the stress-strain distribution about the
periodontal tissues. Translation, for example, distributes the strain about the entire
pressure side of the alveolus 68 (assuming isotropic properties of the PDL) and results in
lower relative stress levels and decreased hyalinization. 35 , 60 Conversely, crown tipping
tends to localize the strains of the PDL at the marginal area on the pressure side and the
apical area of the tension sides of the alveolus. 69 Comparing the strain distributions of
the PDL in translation versus tipping one could imagine that the tooth undergoing tipping
would "feel" higher strain levels. If we can assume that higher strains (up to a point)
result in an enhanced biologic response, 37, 38,40,41,45,46 then a differential moment
strategy may produce differential tooth movement. From the perspective of either a
geometric or biological description, on may appreciate how the inequality, M/Ft:;:' M/F2
may produce differential anteroposterior tooth displacements. Vertical effects, however,
are also described by differential moment forces system and are proportional to the
magnitude of the moment differential (fig. 3).
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To illustrate the generation of vertical forces we may consider a hypothetical
clinical scenario. Consider a 250-gram traction force applied between the canine and first
molar, which are separated by a distance of 20 millimeters. Assuming that the centers of
resistance lie 10 millimeters from the bracket for each tooth, the moment of the force is
2,500 g-mm rotating counterclockwise at the molar and clockwise at the canine. To
establish hypothetically desired mon1ent-to-force ratios of 10: 1 at the molar and 7: 1 the
canine, we apply a 2,500 g-mm clockwise couple at the molar bracket and a 1,750 g-mm
counterclockwise couple at the canine. The net moment acting about the system,
however, is 750 g-mm in the clockwise direction. Since the laws of equilibrium state that
all forces must sum to zero,55 a 750 g-mm couple in the counterclockwise direction is
acting on the system. This couple is manifested as vertical forces of 37.5 grams acting to
intrude the canine and extruded the molar. As the moment differential increases, so does
the magnitude of the vertical forces (which mayor may not consistent with treatment
goals.)
Nevertheless, the algebraic relationship,

MIF:;t: MIF, is such that adjustment of

any of the terms will result in differential moments. Either the moments or the forces may
be increased or decreased to create the inequality. The use of elastics and headgear are
common methods of creating the inequality. For example, headgear tends to decrease the
forces produced by intra-arch elastics or springs acting reciprocally at the posterior teeth.
Headgear therefore increases the moment to force ratio at the posterior teeth.
Additionally, Class II elastics increase the force to the anterior teeth and thus decrease the
moment to force ratio at the anteriors. In either method, differential moments are
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produced between the posterior and anterior teeth. The "Achilles heel" of each of these
methods is that they are dependent on patient cooperation and thus usurp control from the
clinician.
Alternatively, one may increase or decrease the moment at the anterior or
posterior teeth to produce the inequality. This can be done passively, such as was
espoused by Angle 3 and Case 17 with the use of stationary anchorage. It can also be
accomplished actively with various methods of tip back bends such as those advocated by
Begg 25 and Tweed. 21 Burstone 46, 70-74 very adeptly recognized the utility of the
differential moment strategy and developed several appliance designs aimed at delivering
differential moments. Despite the landmarks made in applied biomechanics, a paucity of
reports on the effects and effectiveness of differential moment strategies for anchorage
control and controlled tooth movement is available.
Hart, Taft, and Greenberg75 evaluated the effectiveness of a differential moment
strategy during space closure through a prospective clinical trial. Their sample consisted
of 30 subjects, 13 males and 17 females with average ages of 11 years, 3 months and 16
years, 4 months, respectively. All patients required upper and lower premolar extractions.
Depending on the severity of crowding, the subjects were subdivided into two groups. A
maximum anchorage group consisted of subjects requiring posterior anchorage.
Conversely, a minimum anchorage group depended on anterior anchorage. The
differential moment appliance consisted of a continuous arch wire with bilaterally placed
V-bends. 22, 76 Bracket engagement of the arch wire was limited to the first n10lars and
canines. The V-bends were off-centered toward the posterior for maximum posterior
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anchorage and off-centered to the anterior for minimum anchorage (i.e. maximum
anterior anchorage). Bilateral elastomeric chains delivered an unspecified traction force
for sliding space closure. Measurements of tooth movement were limited to
anterposterior changes relative to pre-and post-treatment cephalometric landn1arks.
Differences between dental positions were tested using a paired t-test. The authors
reported that the resultant dental movements represented planned anchorage objectives
and that a differential moment strategy is a viable means for intra-arch anchorage control.
Although Hart et al reported a clinical method for anchorage control, they
neglected however, to document a complete illustration of the dental effects of
differential moment mechanics. Specifically, no data was presented that docun1ented
vertical and angular changes occurring in conjunction with the anteroposterior changes.
As has been previously discussed, differential moment strategies generate a vertical
couple as part of the static equilibrium of the force system. 22 , 76 Additionally, their
observation period ranged from 4 years, 2 months for the male subjects and 2 years, 5
months for the female subjects. This interval represented not only a controlled
observation period using a differential moment appliance, but also a full strap-up
following space closure, wherein other treatment effects may have confounded the
findings.
In a similar study, Rajcich and Sadowsky77 reported on the effectiveness of
differential moment techniques among a sample of 24 orthodontic patients requiring
premolar extraction space closure with maximum posterior anchorage. Their appliance
consisted of a continuous .016" round stainless steel arch wire with V-bends placed
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adjacent to the first molars. In addition, a round auxiliary intrusion arch was used to
increase the moment delivery at the molar. Canines were retracted with 150-200 gram
NiTi coil springs. The observation period continued until maxillary canine retraction was
completed. Horizontal, angular, and rotational dental changes were assessed from
cephalometric and model records. Rajcich and Sadowsky reported minimal anchorage
loss among their sample with a mean molar protraction of 0.5 mm, as assessed by the
dental cast method and 0.7 mm, as assessed by cephalometries. The authors concluded
that a differential moment technique offers excellent anchorage control in the absence of
anchorage adjuncts.
Each of these studies provided clear documentation of anchorage control using a
differential moment stimulus. Common to both, however, is that each study used a sliding
mechanism as part of their mechanical protocol. From a clinical standpoint, it is a
common and widely used method. The sliding mechanism, however, interferes with the
description of the force system because of the couple produced as a result of the bracketwire interaction. 46 Often described as a "stick-slip" action, the binding of a sliding
bracket along an arch-wire produces a couple that represents the normal force of
friction. 78 , 79 Because of this couple, a description of the force system, and thus the
stimulus, becomes clouded. Additionally, since the study of Hart et al followed an
extended observation period with confounding treatment effects the relationship of the
force system to the dental response needs further clarification. Therefore, further studies
of a differential moment method are warranted to describe the response to a qualitatively
determinant force system.

II. Objectives and Rationale
While the effectiveness of the differential moment mechanics in providing
anchorage control has been docllmented, a different question begs an answer. Namely,
does the dentition respond in a way that reflects the stimulus? In other words, does the
static force system as described by physics of differential moments manifest itself in a
specific dental response? Or, are there some mitigating biological factors that promote
one type of tooth displacement over another?
Smith,56 Burstone,74 and Kuhlberg 80 have reported that a differential moment
force system is represented by three factors (Fig. 3): (1) A reciprocal force between
anterior and posterior teeth; (2) A moment differential between the anterior and posterior
teeth, and; (3) A vertical couple acting to extrude the teeth that lie immediately adjacent
to the greater moment and intrude the more distant teeth. Our objective is to study the
stimulus response model of differential moment strategies. The purpose of this
experiment then, is to determine the response of the dentition to a qualitatively
determinant force system under a single activation of a retraction spring (Fig. 4) designed
to deliver differential moments to the posterior and anterior dentition. A single activation
allows the description of the horizontal, vertical and angular responses to the stimulus
while eliminating confounding treatment variables occurring from subsequent treatment.
Our questions are two-fold. First, do the dental changes occurring LInder the
stimulus of a differential moment force system represent the statics of the force system in
equilibrium? Second, does the data from a study using a frictionless appliance delivering
differential moments support the findings of previous authors? For the purposes of
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differential moments support the findings of previous authors? For the purposes of
statistical analysis, our null hypothesis is that no qualitative or quantitative differences of
tooth movement between the anterior and posterior teeth will occur. Our alternative
hypothesis is that anterior tooth displacements exceed those of posterior tooth
displacements.
HYPOTHESES:

H o: J..1an terior tooth displacement

= J..1molar displacement

H A : J..1 anterior tooth displacement > J..1molar displacement

Remember, however, our primary aim is not to test the effectiveness of
differential moment strategies or a particular mechal1ical discipline, bllt rather, to test the
asslln1ption that a force system driven approach is predictive of short-term treatment
outcome.

III. Experimental Method
SAMPLE
Sixteen subjects meeting the inclusion criteria were recruited from the patient
pool available to the University of Connecticut graduate orthodontic program. The mean
age of the subjects at the start of observation was 16.8 years with a range of 10.5 to 44.0
years. Thirteen of the sixteen subjects were female. For inclusion in the study, each
subject required bilateral extraction of upper first premolars (with or without extraction of
mandibular teeth) and maximum posterior anchorage during space closure as prescribed
by the orthodontic treatment plan. The protocol determined that en masse anterior
retraction was necessary to test the true effectiveness of differential filoment techniques
(in lieu of comparing anchorage control on the basis of differential periodontal support
vis

a vis the differential force method25 , 28, 29, 31). Additionally, all patients were

required to demonstrate the presence of permanent maxillary incisors, canines and first
molars with nornlal to healthy periodontal support. Subjects were excluded from
participation, however, for the following reasons: (1) Estimated periodontal attachment
loss exceeded 25% of the root length; (2) Estimated root resorption or remaining root
formation exceeded three millimeters; (3) Diagnosis of any systemic endocrine disorders,
and; (4) Failure to provide oral and written consent to participation.
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MATERIALS and METHOD
All teeth were bonded with .022" by .028" pre-adjusted brackets (Roth
prescription). Once extractions had been performed, soft tissue healing was allowed for a
period of two to four weeks. After initial healing, a passive .032"

~

titanium transpalatal

arch was fitted to the maxillary first molars to limit mesiopalatal rotations. A .017" by
.025" ~ titanium continuous T loop arch wire, as described by Burstone72, 74 and
Kuhlberg,80 was delivered to each patient at the onset of a planned three month
observation period (Fig 4).
Each closing loop was pre-fabricated by the principal author based on the
template reported by Kuhlberg. 80 The loops were symmetrically gabled (pre-activated)
to 60° to provide adequate moment delivery (Fig. 4).74 To develop the n10ment
differential, the closing loops were asynunetrically placed (off-centered) by two
millimeters within the inter-bracket dimension of the canine and molar (Fig. 5).
Additionally, a one millimeter apical step was placed in the distal section of the wire to
accommodate insertion in an auxiliary molar tube. Each spring was "over bent" to
remove residual stresses and trial activated a minimllm of four times in order to ensure
dimensional stability. Any resulting distortions were corrected prior to placement. When
delivered, each closing loop was activated 6 mm (Fig. 6). Activation levels of the springs
were confirmed with Vernier calipers. Once activated, the loops were adjusted for patient
comfort, but were left otherwise undisturbed during the observation period. An
observation period of three months was planned in order to allow full expression of the
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force system delivered by the spring under a single activation. Although the springs were
not tested individually, the force system delivered by each was assumed to represent the
findings of Kuhlberg (Table 1).80

T-Loop Force System
Several theoretical and bench top investigations of the T spring force system have
been reported. 72 , 74, 80, 81 In brief, the spring delivers horizontal forces and moments
proportional to the amount of activation. The moments, however, are represented by two
interacting factors. First, the spring develops activation moments that occur when the
mesial and distal "ends" of the closing loop deflect from a parallel orientation when
activated. Clinically, the activation moments are reciprocally delivered to the brackets,
and thus the dentition, as the brackets act to hold the spring in a flat orientation. Since
Burstone74 has reported that the activation moments alone are insufficient for root
control, the loop is symmetrically or asymmetrically pre-activated, or gabled, by varying
degrees. The pre-activation produces additional moments, termed residual moments, that
are present at all levels of activation.
While the horizontal force decreases linearly with relatively low force-deflection
characteristics (due to the low modulus of beta titanium 82 and the increased wire
incorporation into the loop itself), the moments decrease non-linearly at a lower rate than
the horizontal force (i.e. decreased torque-deflection rate). The difference between the
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deactivation characteristics of the horizontal force and mon1ent results in progressively
higher moment to force ratios during deactivation.
Kuhlberg 80 , 83 bench tested several key design parameters of a .017" by .025"
beta titanillm T-spring and determined that differential moments could be established
with either asymmetric pre-activation (gabling, Fig 4.), or by placing the spring off-center
within the inter-bracket din1ension (analagous to off-centered V bends 22 , 55, 76. Because
of high vertical forces and difficulty in reproducing the geometry of asymmetrically preactivated springs, Kuhlberg advocated a one to two millimeter off-center placement of
the spring as a means for anchorage control (Fig. 5 & 6). As previously discussed,
Kuhlberg reported on the vertical force side effects of the spring that OCC1Ir as a reslllt of
the differential moments following the laws of static equilibrium (Fig. 3).55 Like the
moments, the vertical forces produced by the off-centered, symmetrically pre-activated
T-loop decrease with levels of activation. As can be seen in Table I, the vertical forces
are approximately 90 grams at initial activation and decrease by approximately 1 to 3
grams per millimeter of deactivation. Additionally, the moment ratio between the anterior
and posterior attachments is constant with an anterior to posterior ratio of 0.5.
Note that in this study, a continuous spring (Fig. 4) was used, rather than the
segmental spring previously described by Burstone72, 74 and Kuhlberg. 80 The rationale
for using a continuous spring was threefold. First, the continuous spring allowed the use
of this technique among a sample of patients that were being seen by other providers.
These patients mayor may not have had bonding of the special attachments necessary for
a sectional spring. The continuous loop obviated the need for serial ren10val and
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replacement of attachments. Second, the original design of the segmental T-spring was
based on the segmental technique71, 74 in which heavy (e.g. 018" by .025") individual
segments engaged the anterior and posterior teeth. This practice demands near-ideal
alignment prior to space closure. The alternative use of the continuous

~-titanium spring,

however, provided sufficient flex to allow its use prior to complete alignment of the
anterior teeth. Lastly, the continuous spring pronlotes use in everyday clinical situations
because of its simplicity while representing the force systenl-driven mechanics of the
segmental arch technique.
Nevertheless, there are some inherent problems with the use of a continuous arch.
The nl0st notable being the "slop" that occurs between a .017" by .025" cross-section
arch wire and a .022" by .028" bracket. This slop allows for a certain amount of
deactivation of the spring before any moment delivery is manifest at the incisors. It will
fail to deliver moments to the incisors until second order movement of the canines has
occurred (simple trigonometry suggests that the anterior limits of the arch wire must
rotate approximatelyl3° before a couple is applied at the incisor bracket). Additionally, as
Burstone74 has suggested, the lower modulus of beta titanium relative to steel, in
combination with wire bracket interplay, may allow individual centers of rotation of the
incisors and thus decrease the quantitative evaluation of the "stimulus." For this reason,
we have eliminated the incisors from the data analysis. Alternatively, the canines served
the purpose of representing the anterior teeth for data collection since the moment
delivery to the canines was instantaneous upon deactivation of the spring.
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Recording Technique
Immediately prior to, and after each observation period, standard lateral
cephalograms were obtained. All radiographs were taken with the same cephalostat (B.F.
Wehmer) which produces a 12% image magnification. In order to reduce error associated
with landmark detection,84 tooth positional locating devices (TPLDs), fabricated from
sections of stainless steel wire (Grmco, Glendora, CA), were attached to the maxillary
first molars, canines and a single central incisor prior to film exposure (Fig. 7). The
TPLDs served the purpose of precisely locating the pre- and post-treatment
cephalometric positions of the proximate teeth.
The TPLDs attached to the maxillary first molars were fashioned from three
sections of wire. For each molar TPLD, two sections of .045" round wire were notched
and welded to form a "t" configuration. The longer leg of the "t" extended 11 mm
apically, as measured from the headgear tube. The "cross" of the "t" was inserted into the
full dimension of the headgear tube of the molar attachment. The horizontal sections were
designed to extend six millimeters mesial of the headgear tube. The mesial extensions
allowed for the welded attachment of "L" shaped sections of .0215" by .028." "Upsidedown" and "right side-up Ls" were attached to the right and left TPLDs, respectively, to
form rectangular shapes when viewed from the buccal aspect. The "L" additions served
two functions. First, they acted to support the integrity of the weld between the .045"
round sections. Second, by welding asymmetric sections to the left and right molar
TPLDs, the left and right molars were easily differentiated on the radiographs.
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The canine and incisor TPLDs were fashioned from a single section of .0215" by
.028" wire to rougllly represent an "L" shape. The short occlusal leg of the "L" engaged
the bracket slot. Additionally, a small coronally oriented bend was placed at one end so
that the TPLD could not be displaced mesiodistally through the bracket slot. The longer
leg incorporated a two millimeter helix at its apical ternlinus and extended 12 mm
gingivally from the bracket slot. The plane of the helix was configured parallel to the
bracket slot for tIle canines and at a right angle to the bracket slot for the incisors. The left
and right canine TPLDs were identical but rotated 180 degrees relative to one another.
The antimeric shadows of the canine TPLDs were used to differentiate between right and
left canines. The rounded contours of the helices had the additional effect of providing
more comfortable contours than a cut section. The anterior TPLDs were fixed to the
brackets using conventional elastomeric o-rings. The molar TPLDs were fixed to the
molar attachments with elastomeric chain extending from the attachment hook to the
mesial extension of the TPLD.

Superimposition Method
Once the time-point one and two radiograph records were collected at the end of
the observation period, the maxillary and cranial base structures were traced on acetate
using 0.5 mm drafting pencils. All bilateral landmarks were bisected to reduce the images
to the midsagittal plane. Functional occlusal planes as described by Johnston 85 were
traced from each film. The structures of the maxillae were then superimposed with the
effort of ignoring dental changes (Fig. 8). The superimposition technique was modeled
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after the structural method proposed by Bjork 26 who reported on the suitability of
superimposing serial tracings on the contours of the anterior surfaces of the zygomatic
processes. While not as accurate as superimposing on implant reference markers,
Nielsen 86 suggests that Bjork's structural method is superior to a "best-fit" method
which tends to underestimate normal vertical dental development by 30% to 500/0. When
the identification of anterior surface of the zygomatic process proved to be difficult,
common endosteal trabeclllar details of the maxillae were included as proposed by
Johnston. 85 Additionally, since Bjork and Skieller have shown that the majority of
maxillae rotate down and forward,26 the cranial base tracing was included to help
eliminate gross rotational error. After superimposition, a mean functional occlusal plane
(MFOP), as described by Johnston,85 was chosen as a horizontal reference plane. At 90°
to the MFOP, a vertical reference plane that intersected common posterior borders of the
tracings of the two maxillae was drawn. From this coordinate system, dental changes
were assessed.

Measurement Technique
All tooth positions were represented by the traced image of the TPLDs (Fig. 7&
8). The occlusal termini of the TPLDs at the bracket slot were extended 90° to the
MFOP. The resulting line segments (MFOP-perp, hereafter) were used to assess
anteroposterior and vertical changes. Anteroposterior changes were measured as the
positional differences between time-point one and two MFOP-perps relative to the
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posterior vertical plane. Vertical changes were measured as the change in length of
MFOP-perp between T} and T 2 films. Both anteroposterior and vertical change
dimensions were measured with a transparent ruler graduated in half-millimeter
increments. Angular changes were measured as the change in inclination of the TPLD
relative to the MFOP. A protractor graduated in 10 increments was used for angular
changes.

Data Handling
Data for bilateral molar and canine movements were combined so that a total of
32 observations of each variable were assessed among the sample of 16 subjects. All data
was entered onto a spreadsheet (Microsoft Excel 98, Microsoft Corp., Redmond, WA) for
recording and analysis. Descriptive statistics of means, standard deviations and ranges
were computed for horizontal, vertical and angular dental changes. Paired one-tail t-tests
were used to test mean differences between intra-subject molar and canine horizontal,
vertical, and angular displacements. Alpha levels were set at 0.05; mean differences were
considered significant at p < 0.05.

MeaSllrement Error Method
The error standard deviation between original and repeat measures of five
randomly selected film series was determined using Dahlberg's formula:
SD Error

= ~LD2
2n

IV. Results
Observation period
On average, the subjects underwent observed space closure for 99 days (S.D.

= 36

days). A number of subjects, however, were observed for greater or lesser time periods
with a range of 55 to 198 days (Fig. 9). In general, reduction of the observation period
occurred when anchorage requirements changed during space closure (e.g. maximum
anchorage becoming minimum anchorage), or the treatment outcome transgressed from
the original treatn1ent objectives which included the maintenance of oral health and
hygiene.

Measurement Error
The error standard deviations for six repeated measurements from five randomly
selected two-film series are represented in Table II. These values approximate the
precision of the measuring instruments in which linear and angular meaSllrements were
interpolated to the nearest 0.25 mm and 1.0,° respectively.

Total Space Closure
Figure 10 shows the distribution of total space closure among the sample. On
average, 2.1 mm (8. D.

= 1.06 mm) of space closure was observed over the range of

observation periods. The distribution demonstrates that the vast majority of subjects
experienced an excess of 1.0 mm of space closure on each side of the arch. Additionally,
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experienced an excess of 1.0 mm of space closure on each side of the arch. Additionally,
two-thirds of the premolar extraction spaces were closed in excess of 1.5 mm, and nearly
half experienced greater than 2.0 mm of space closure. The distribution of the sample,
however, was skewed due to two data: one premolar extraction space closed by only 0.5
mill and another actually opened 0.5 mm. These "rogue" data, derived from a single
subject, were suggestive of some error in appliance delivery and/or distortion of the
appliance, post-delivery. Nevertheless, the possibly erroneous data was included for
analysis because it presumably represents normal clinical conditions.

Anchorage Maintenance and Anterior Retraction
Because of the disparity in observation periods, the data was normalized to 90
days so that like comparisons could be made of tooth displacements over time. Figure 11
shows the normalized distribution of molar anchorage loss. The mean mesial
displacement of the first maxillary molars was 0.50 mm (S. D. = 0.90 mm). Note that 13
of the 32 observed molars (41 %) maintained their position or actually tipped as much as
two millimeters away from the extraction site (Table III). Twelve molars (38%),
however, moved mesially by 0.5 mm and the remaining seven molars (20%) lost fronl 1.7
mm to 2.5 mm of anteroposterior anchorage.
Conversely, the canines (and thus all six anterior teeth) showed a mean retraction
of 1.73 (S.D.= 1.36 mm)(Table III). Figure 12 illustrates the distribution of anterior
retraction versus molar anchorage in units of millinleters per month of space closure.
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Visually, one may observe the two distriblltions which were significantly different at p <
0.0001 (a=0.05).

Vertical Response
The mean vertical change of the molars (Fig. 13) was 0.08 millimeters in an intrusive
direction (S. D. =1.0 mnl). The mean vertical changes of the canines (Fig. 14) was similar,
with a mean intrusion of 0.11 mm (S. D. = 0.81 mm). While the mean vertical changes
were effectively zero, a substantial range variation was seen in the vertical displacements
of the canine and the molar (Table III). Seventy-five percent of the canines showed 0.0 to
2 mm of intrusion. Conversely, 66% of the molars demonstrated 0.0 mm to 2 mm of
extrusion. Additionally, the distributions shown in figures 13 and 14 follow a nearly
normal curve, suggestive of random chance.

Angular Response
The angular changes for the canines are centered about a mean of -0.4° indicating
average translation for the sample (Fig.I5). Additionally, the canines exhibited variable
root movement with a standard deviation of 5.25° and a range of 10° of clockwise
rotation (i.e. distal tipping) to go of cOllnterclockwise rotation (i.e. root correction).
Because of this variation (Table III), the canine root movement was statistically
correlated with time of treatment to determine if variable treatment times reflect the
variation in root movement. Since the anterior moment to force ratio, like the posterior
MIF, progressively increases during deactivation of the spring (Table III), it serves to
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reason that a changing center of rotation would be a function of time. 87 Although
seen1ingly reasonable, the correlation value was quite low at r=0.15.
The mean molar angular change was 5.3° degrees in a clockwise direction (Fig.
15). With increasing moment to force ratios during deactivation of the spring, the center
of rotation is proposed to lie somewhere on the crown resulting in root movement. Like
the canine angular data, the molars exhibited a variability of tipping movements (S.D. =
4.3°) with a range of 6° of counterclockwise rotation to 13° of clockwise rotation (Table
III). Again, because of the variability, the molar angular changes were also correlated
with time and also resulted in a very low r-value (r=0.03).

v.

Discussion

From a clinical perspective, the results of this prospective study demonstrate that
a differential moment strategy is a viable means of gaining anchorage during space
closure. Further, the ability to retract six anterior teeth anchored by two molars
demonstrates that high relative moment-to-force ratios delivered to anchorage teeth may
reduce the burden of including several teeth in an anchorage unit or rely on compliance
dependent anchorage adjuncts. Our findings support those of Rajcich and Sadowsky77
and Hart et al 75 and appear to be both statistically and clinically significant. The use of a
small sample size tends to require large differences between means in order to
demonstrate clinical significance and reduce Type II error. Therefore, the fact that a
small sample (i.e. low power) detected differences great enough to reject the null
hypothesis, the clinical significance of the data makes for a compelling argument in
support of differential moment strategies. Additionally, as suggested by Baumrind, 88 the
use of a small samples may offer increased inferential value to the clinician as it relates to
the predictive power of a given response. The low values obtained from the error
analysis, moreover, validate the recording and superimposition methods. Nevertheless,
while differential moment strategies are a viable means for anchorage control, this
investigation aims specifically at the original question, do the teeth respond in a manner
consistent with the force system stimulus?
Figure 12 depicts the mean anteroposterior tooth movements, as measured at the
occlusal plane, for the canine and molar during the observation period. These changes
are movements consistent with the prescribed differential moment force system. Canine
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are movements consistent with the prescribed differential moment force system. Canine
retraction exceeded mesial molar moven1ent. More important, the axial inclination
changes, i.e., controlled tipping/translation for the canine and anterior teeth and root
movement for the molar, follow the applied force system.
Biomechanical theory is based on the assumption that physics will describe the
response. Since orthodontists are not working with inanin1ate objects but with cellular
tissues, these assumptions may be tenuous. The findings from this study, however,
suggest that the answer to this question is the affirmative: The statics of the force system
predict the anteroposterior, angular and vertical dentoalveolar responses; btlt, with
variability.

Anteroposterior and Angular Responses
The findings suggest that the physics of the stimulus predict the response and lend
support to the theory that differing rates of tooth displacen1ent are due to dissimilar
alveolar stress distributions secondary to different centers of rotation. 17, 45, 46, 49,54,
60, 70 Reviewing the data on the force system produced by the retraction spring,80 one
sees that the initial moment-to-force ratios occurring at both the canine and the molar
theoretically proll10te tipping toward the extraction site (Table I). After 1.0 to 2.0
millimeters of deactivation, however, the moment-to-force ratio at the molar encourages
translation whereas the moment-to-force ratio at the canine remains one of tipping. From
this standpoint one may conclude that the initial periodontal stresses proximate to the
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molar were well distributed about pressure side of the alveolus. Alternatively, the stresses
at the canine were concentrated at the alveolar margin on the pressure side and the apex
on the tension side. It serves to reason that if the studies documenting optimum forces are
correct (i.e. force magnitude is proportional to rate of displacement, up to a point) the
greater strains encountered by the alveolar tissues proximate to the canine resulted in
greater rates of remodeling and displacement.
As the spring deactivates, however, the M/F ratio progresses to the point that the
canine is encouraged to root correct. The molar, however, is under the influence of a
relatively high moment-to-force ratio and in turn tends to tip away from the direction of
the horizontal force whereas the apex tends to mesialize. As the moment to force ratio
exceeds approximately 12: 1, the molar's center of rotation is predicted to migrate toward
the center of resistance thus producing tooth movement that progressively resembles pure
rotation. The force system, therefore, appears to have accurately predicted tooth
movement. Since the anterior teeth were retracted or displaced at a statistically greater
rate than the molars (p<. 0001) we reject Ollr null hypothesis and conclude that the
differential moment stimulus predicts the ultimate response.

Vertical Responses
Because of the differential moments, a vertical couple about the anterior and
posterior teeth will presunlably encourage extrusion of the molars and intrusion of the
anterior teeth. While suggestive of this process our data show that, on average, little or no
vertical changes were seen - although the range of data is consistent with the force
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system (Tables I & III). Several hypotheses may be presented to explain these results.
First, our data may reflect the shortcomings of the cephalometric technique. Any frontal
plane rotations of the subject's head in the cephalostat during exposure at each time-point
may have caused elongation or foreshortening of the radiographic shadows of the TPLDs
and thus record "false" responses. This process could have easily influenced the data and
tends to suggest that the "normal" distributions of vertical change (Fig. 13 & 14) may be
more reflective of method error than actual treatment response. Second, if in fact the data
is representative of the treatment response, the diminutive vertical changes might be a
function of the force magnitudes required for intrusion and extrusion. At initial
activation, the spring delivers vertical forces of approxin1ately 90 grams (Table I). This
value decreased by approximately 10 grams over the observation period. Perhaps, the
intrusive force was insufficient to produce intrusion of six anterior teeth. Burstone,89, 90
for example, suggests that intrusion of the six maxillary anterior teeth require
approximately 120 grams of force. Alternatively, changes in the force system over time
may have had an effect on the vertical changes. Alternating strains at the apex resulting
from progressively changing moment-ta-force ratios occllrring during deactivation, may
have discourage intrusion because of "ambiguous" signals. Said in another way, tooth
displacement velocities along various axes may be based on different force magnitudedisplacement velocity relationships.
The posterior teeth on the other hand also showed an average of 0.08 millimeters
of intrusion; a response not predicted by the force system. As noted, however, in the
results section, the average vertical change of the molars was effectively 0.0 millimeters -
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owing to the precision, or lack thereof, of the measurement technique and the error
standard deviation (0.4 mm). Several explanations may be offered for the lack of vertical
change seen at the molar. First the vertical forces of occlusion may have impeded molar
extrusion. Given, the short observation period (mean 99 days) there nlay have been
insufficient vertical growth and thus insufficient intermaxillary space created to allow for
vertical extrusion of the molar. Second, as in the case of the canine, projection errors of
the cephalometric technique may have masked the actual treatment changes. One factor
to consider is whether the transpalatal arch (TPA) had any effect on anteroposterior or
vertical control of the molars.
While clinicians nlay suspect these adjuncts offer increased vertical and
horizontal control, Wise et al 91 reported no significant differences in vertical maxillary
eruption between treated patients with TPAs and those without. Additionally, Bobak et
al 92 have determined with finite element analysis, that transplatal arches have little effect
on the stress distribution of the maxillary molars and thus offer little in terms of
anchorage control. This study, along with previous reports, suggest that the effects of the
transpalatal arch are limited to the restriction of mesiopalatal rotation, rather than
anteroposterior or vertical changes, of the molars.

Observed Variation
While the data suggests that the response was consistent with the stimulus, there
was a degree of variation that warrants discussion. The reported variation may be due in
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part to one or all of the following factors: (1) A stimulus that differed from that which
was intended (clinical error); (2) A variability in biologic response, and/or; (3) Variability
reflective of the shortcomings of measurement error.

Variation as a Function of the Stimulus
While all the springs were hand fabricated by the principle author, using specially
designed pliers (Modified Nance loop pliers, Dentronix, PA) to replicate the dimensions
of the template, previous data of the spring shows that even with careful bending, a
different force system may result. Burstone74 reported in an earlier bench top study that
the spring is unforgiving of fabrication error and that the force system may suffer as a
result. Additionally, if any of the springs reflected outlying standard deviations of their
constituent force components as reported by KILhlberg,80 (Table I) a force system
distinctly different from the objective may have been applied. More likely however, if
altered force systems were present, they were probably due to two factors. First, several
patients required intra-oral adjustment of the spring to relieve impingement on the buccal
gingiva. This was achieved by applying a third-order bend just mesial to the auxiliary
buccal tube of the molar. While care was taken to not alter the second-order preactivation (gabling) of the spring, distortion was quite possible. Alterations in the preactivation may positively or negatively affect the magnitude of the moment delivered to
the molar. Second, the springs were subject to the demands of the oral environment,
which may have cause spring distortion and a change in the force system. All springs
were examined post-observation and most, in fact, showed some level of distortion. The
greatest type of distortion observed, however, was that of "creep" wherein the springs
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had lost some of their initial pre-activation. Usually, the creep amounted to symmetrical
decreases in the pre-activation by approximately 20 0 that decreased the moment potential.
Although the moments may have been decreased, the ratio between the two should have
remained relatively constant (Table 1).80 Preferential tooth displacement, therefore,
prevailed while the vertical positions remained unchanged (on average) because of a
decrease in the n1agnitude of the moment differential and thus the magnitude of the
vertical forces.

Variation as a Function of Biologic Factors
Biologic variation may also be considered. Studies of tooth displacement and
space closure using hllman 37 , 40, 41 and animal 45 models report substantial variability
that could not be explained by the force system and thus implicate individual biologic
factors such as cellular turnover rates, vascularity, bone density, etc. Moreover, the
variation may represent the time points of observations relative to the phasic patterns or
kinetics of tooth displacement.
As classically described, the kinetics of tooth movement follow three phases:
initial, lag, and post-lag. Data derived from clinical or animal studies may reflect
temporal differences based on the time-points of observations. Said in another way, interor intra-subject differences may reflect kinetics rather than differences in stimuli.
Additionally, in a study using a rat model, Keeling et al 48 have documented tandem
patterns of bone remodeling over time represented by activation, resorption, reversal, and
forn1ation. These cyclic "waves" of remodeling events may be occurring at different time
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points during clinical observation and thus may reflect the variability documented in the
present and other studies.
Additionally, Isaacson et al 93 argue that the interpretation of data relating tooth
displacement to orthodontic force systems is clouded by the fact that stress distriblltions
are in flux owing to constantly changing centers of rotation of the tooth or teeth.
Constantly changing centers of rotation, moreover, may not be observed during studies
such as this that use extended observation intervals. For example, tooth movements that
may be ultin1ately perceived as translation have more than likely gone through courses of
tipping and root correction. In this way, description of tooth movement based on a static
force system represents an average of movements occurring over time. This average,
however, is weighted in one way or another (e.g. tipping or root correction) based on the
time point of observation.

Variation as a Function of the Measurement Technique
Clearly cephalometric measurement is fraught with potential error because of
problems with magnification, projection, landmark identification 84 and
superimposition. 94 Because of this potential error, devices (TPLDs) were used to
enhance the precision and accuracy of identifying tooth positions related to treatment.
Any changes, however, in head orientation during radiograph exposure at the two time
points may have adversely effected the con1parability of the two head films and acted as
confounding error. Given alterations of the subjects' head positions in the frontal plane,
the varying vertical projections of the TPLDs may account for the "normal" distributions
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of the vertical data. Additionally, rotations in the coronal plane may reflect the range of
recorded horizontal changes.
Nevertheless, as indicated by Table II, the standard deviation of the error between
repeated measures was well within clinical limits. With the exception of the canine
vertical response data, the error values are less than 0.50 millimeters. This magnitude of
error is certainly difficult to detect on a clinical level. Moreover, the error suggests that
careful superimposition techniques, using positional locating devices, may be a reliable
method in determining treatment effects.

VI. Summary
A non-randonlized prospective clinical trial was conducted to investigate a force
system stimulus - tooth movement response model. Sixteen patients undergoing en masse
space closure with conconlitant posterior anchorage served as subjects. T-loop retraction
springs delivering, at the least, qualitative force systems were used as the stimulus. A
carefully designed cephalometric approach was used to assess the response. The findings
suggest that the force system does in fact predict the dental response. The physics of the
force system are predictive of the resultant dental displacements despite a biologic
environment. While the average responses prompt a rejection of the null hypothesis, a
substantial amount of intra- and inter-subject variability was documented. Proposed
sources of the variability, are presumed to be a product of both clinical and measurement
error. The significance of this investigation is the documentation of a short-term response
to a qualitative stimulus without confounding effects of continued treatment. Indeed,
Baumrind 88 suggests that this method may be preferable to studies conducted over a
comprehensive course of treatment. The documentation of responses occllrring as a
result of relatively discrete stimuli enhance the orthodontists' ability to make reasonably
predictable in-course corrections to "iteratively refine their dispositions so as to converge
on the desired goal."
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Conclusions
1. Orthodontic tooth movements are consistent with the applied force systems. Our
findings lend validating support to contemporary biomechanics in orthodontics.
2. The null hypothesis is rejected. Differential tooth movement reflects the stimulus.
3. Differential moment-to-force ratios are an effective means for anchorage control
regardless of relative periodontal support.
4. Although biological differences and measurement error may represent the some of
variability among our findings, distortion of the spring during placement and/ or
occurring through normal masticatory function, is the most likely explanation of the
range of data.
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Figures

Fig. 1 Geometric description of differential tooth movement due to differential moment
strategies. As referenced to the occlusal plane, the differing radii of rotation of the
anterior and posterior teeth are manifest as differential tooth movement (i.e., preferential
anterior retraction with posterior dental anchorage).
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Fig. 2 Biologic description of differential tooth movement (stress/ strain distribution).
The differing centers of rotation resulting from differential M/F ratios (-7: 1 vs. -10: 1)
produce unequal strain distributions about the PDL of the canine and molar. Greater
localized strains about the marginal area of the canine promote greater rates of
displacement.
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Figure 3: Horizontal, vertical and angular forces produced by differential moment
mechanics. The net moment about the system rotates in a clock-wise direction. Because
of the law of static equilibrium states that all forces must sum to zero (LF x=O, LFy=O,
LM=O), a vertical couple is produced. The vertical couple is equal in magnitude, but
opposite in direction of the net moment. The magnitude of either vertical force is equal to
the net moment divided by the distance between the attachments.
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Figure 4: The pre-fabricated .017" by .025" ~-titaniumt continuous T-loop arch wire.
The anterior and posterior sections of the wire are each pre-activated to 60° to provide for
sufficient moment magnitudes. Note that the loop has been "opened up" to provide for
neutral positioning (Fhorizontal=O.O) when engaged by the brackets.
t~

== titanium alloy with body-centered cubic lattice structure
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Figure 5: Schematic illustration of asymmetric position of the closing loop. Because
stiffness is inversely proportional to the third power of length, the shorter section (x)
engaging the molar delivers a higher moment magnitude than the longer section (x+2)
engaging the anterior teeth.
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Figure 6: Intra-oral photo of engaged and activated T-loop arch wire at the onset of the
observation period.
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Figure 7: Cephalometric film taken at the onset of the observation period (T 1) prior to
active space closure. The radio-opaque shadows of the stainless steel TPLDs provide
clear recording of tooth positions.
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Figure 8: Schematic illustration of superimposition method. The black lines represent
structures as recorded at the start of the observation period and the gray lines represent
those at the end of the observation period. All bilateral landmarks (e.g. zygomatic
buttresses) were reduced to the midsagittal plane. Maxillae were superimposed with
Bjork's structural technique 26 in which the anterior borders of the zygomatic processes
of the maxilla were aligned. When the shadows of the processes were difficult to discern
on the radiograph, internal trabecular details of the maxillae were aligned to aid
superimposition. 85 Additionally, the cranial bases were traced to help eliminate gross
rotational errors when aligning the tracings. The tracings of the TPLDs were calibrated to
maintain equal dimensions pre- and post-observation. The horizontal reference plane
represents the mean functional occlusal plane (MFOP). The vertical reference plane was
drawn 90° to the MFOP and intersects common posterior borders of the superimposed
maxillae. All linear and angular dental changes, as represented by the TPLD images,
were assessed relative to the reference planes.
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Figure 9: Distribution of observation periods. Mean observation period was 99 days with
a range of 55 to 198 days and standard deviation of 36 days.
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Figure10: Distribution of total space closure. Mean space closure=2.1 mm (S.D. = 1.06
mm). An excess of 1.0 mm of space closure was observed in 88% of extraction spaces.
66% of the observed spaces closed in excess of 1.5 mm, and 47% closed in excess of 2.0
ffiffi.
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Figurell: Normalized anteroposterior molar anchorage loss. Mean observed anchorage
loss was 0.50 mm (S.D.=0.90 mm) and ranged from 1.7 mm mesial displacement to 2.3
mm of distal movement (i.e. tip back).
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Figure 12: Distributions of anterior retraction versus molar anchorage loss in units of
millimeters per month of space closure. The mean normalized canine retraction of 1.73
mm was statistically different from the mean normalized molar anchorage loss of 0.50
mm(p < 0.0001).
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Figure 13: "Normal" distribution of the vertical changes of the molars occurring over the
observation period. Negative values denote intrusion and positive values denote
extrusion. Mean vertical molar response was -0.08 mm (S.D. = 1.0 mm).
Range = -3.21mm to 2.41 ffiffi.
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Figure 14: "Normal" distribution of the vertical changes of the canines occurring over the
observation period. Positive values denote intrusion and negative values denote extrusion.
Mean canine response was 0.11 mm (S.D.=0.81). The observed range of vertical response
was from -2.5 mm to 4.0 mm.
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Figure 15: Distribution of canine and molars angular responses occurring over the
observation period. Average canine change was 0.4° (S.D. = 5.2°). Average molar change
was 5.3° (S.D. = 4.3°) of clockwise rotation demonstrating root movement with the
center of rotation approximating the mesial cusps.
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Figure 16: Graphic depiction of the mean tooth movements for the canine and molar
during the observation period. Note the preferential and controlled retraction of the six
anterior teeth with little concomitant anchorage loss, as assessed at the occlusal plane.
The ultimate angular changes are representative of the expression of the force system.
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Table I: Data summary of force system produced by Beta titanium "T" springs with
symmetric pre-activation and 2 mm posterior offset within 23 mm inter-bracket
distance. 80 (Some values have been rounded for presentation.)

Activation
(mm)

0

1
2

3
4
5
6

Horizontal
Force
[g (SD)]

o (4)
64 (7)
130(11)
193 (13)
253 (19)
314 (22)
377 (27)

[g-mm (SD)]t

Posterior
Moment
[g-mm (SD)]

Anterior
MIF
[mm (SD]

Posterior
MIF
[mm (SD]

Vertical
Force
[g(SD)]

Ratio of
anterior
MIF over
posterior
MIF

-720 (37)
-820 (62)
-925 (75)
-1,014 (81)
-1,090 (105)
-1,136 (127)
-1,173 (140)

1,385 (77)
1,690 (74)
1,953 (73)
2,205 (88)
2,414 (102)
2,598 (122)
2,773 (133)

-180
-12.8
-7.1
-5.3
-4.3
-3.6
-3.1

346.2
26.5
15.1
11.4
9.6
8.3
7.4

53 (4)
65 (5)
73 (7)
79 (6)
84 (6)
89 (8)
91 (7)

0.52
0.50
0.48
0.47
0.46
0.44
0.43

Anterior
Moment

t Negatives sign denotes counterclockwise moment
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Table II: Error standard deviation of repeated measurements. D= difference between
original and repeat measures made of randomly selected film series (n = 5).
SD Error =

~ L2nD

2

Molar AP

Canine AP

Molar Vert

Canine Vert

Molar Ang

Canine Ang

O.4·0mm

O.42mm

0.41

0.75 mm

1.2

1.5

fill1

0

0
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Table III: Means, standard deviations and ranges (variability) of horizontal, vertical, and
angular changes
Variable
Molar AP
Canine AP
Molar Vertical
Canine Vertical

Min
2.02t
-0.80
-3.21
-2.50

Mean fSD)
0.50 (0.16)
1.73 (0.2)
-0.08 (1.0)
0.11 (0.81)

Max
-1.73
3.70
2.41
4.02

Molar Angular
Canine Angular

-6.43°
-9.6°

5.25° (4.31)
0.4° (5.2)

12.86°
8.8°

t Indicates minimum anchorage loss i.e. 2.02 mm of "tip back."
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